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Uttu :Aavas
Composer, Multi-instrumentalist & Vocals
Luisa
: Vocals
Dovalo
Ninni: Backing vocals

Other articles on A&B:
Starlight Origin Review

- A&B So, if you had to describe what Uttu and Starlight Origin are to someone who has never heard o
- UTTU UTTU is a ambient music ensemble from Finland; Starlight Origin is a album of UTTU in progressive / am
UTTU's Ambient music is inspired by Nature, Space and Fantasy.

- A&B What can you say about the making of “Starlight Origin”?
- UTTU Well, Starlight Origin is a studioalbum, a long period project.
Recorded between the years 2004-2006 at Uttu Music Studio.
Actually the studio was were I lived back then, on an island called Rymättylä in west cost of Finland. Pr
I was recording the album as my daily work. Sometimes all night long, when inspiration got me.
And then woke up the next day and continued working again.
I recorded the album in periods starting from April 2004 to September 2006.
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Singer Luisa Dovalo visited often my studio, and with her, we recorded the most of the vocals.
Also with Ninni, we recorded some backing vocals. Recording the Starlight Origin album wasalso my lif

- A&B Listening to your music I found out a lot of elements that remind me of Tangerine Dream and Kla
- UTTU Yeah, one other reviewer found also connection to Tangerine Dream.

- A&B Do you mind telling us something about the music that has influenced the making of this record
- UTTU I'm deeply infulenced by celtic type of music. I also listen lot of world music and ambient style music, of
I naturally found my own way of composing.

- A&B The titles of the songs talks about nature and science.
- UTTU That's true. Those are biggest source of my inspiration when composing. And let me add Fantasy and A

- A&B Could you explain us what is the role that nature plays in the making of your music?
- UTTU Well, I think nature plays the main role.
Starlight Origin was recorded in natural surroundings on an Island. I think, it can be heard in the music a
- A&B How much your Scandinavian origin influences your music ?
- UTTU More than I can imagine, I think. Someway it gives a spice from the north to my music.
- A&B What about your song-writing? How your songs come to live?
- UTTU I think myself as more composer than lyric writer. For that reason my music is more instrumental.
Making of a song is a long process, indeed. First melodys appear to my mind. Then the rhythms ...
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I usually whistle or hum the tunes to my pocket-recorder. After this, I make raw compositions to my com

- A&B You have made this record by yourself, in your studio, in your house. It seems like you want to
- UTTU The Starlight Origin album is produced completely independent. For that there's many reasons.
In Finland there are not many record labels for this kinda music. Also, when we started recording this a
In the future, we are also looking for promotion contacts and distribution channels for Starlight Origin to

- A&B What do you think about the music business ? Do you think it is suffocating music ?
- UTTU I think the music business is changing all the time. There are many indie-labels producing good music to
So, the music listeners make the change happen, with their choises.

- A&B Do you trust in internet as a way of musical delivery ?
- UTTU Internet is a good place for contacting interesting people. But if you ask me, I still like buying music on v

- A&B Looking back in the past, is there a particular event that made you say “I’m going to be a musicia
- UTTU Well, I've been envolved with music, videos and other arts since I was a little boy. I've always wanted to
- A&B What are your interests besides music ?
- UTTU Spiritual things and creating arts mostly.
I'm into photography and making videos.
- A&B Are you thinking about performing live Starlight Origin ?
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- UTTU Actually some smaller promotional shows have been allready performed live with Starlight Origin here i
But maybe I'll fix some live events for the future.
I have few good ideas in my pocket. =)

- A&B What's in the future for you ?
- UTTU Promotions with Starlight Origin album continue
and getting contacted with interesting people worldwide.
We are also looking for interesting record labels for UTTU
as I told earlier, for further musical co-operation and global promotion. Starlight Origin is now published
- A&B Thank you very much, we are all looking forward to hear more music from you…
Do you want to say something to all our readers?
- UTTU Keep up the good spirit everyone !
and please visit
www.myspace.com/uttu
for hearing music from the Starlight Origin - the mystic source.
Cheers,
Uttu Aavas
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